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Monsieur JETON - The compere who keeps it all together
The success of an event can depend on having a skilful compere who knows how to link together the individual elements of a programme in an entertaining and inspiring way.
Jens Thorwächter-Jeton is a charming host, who tailors his compering to your event, making
sure that he strikes the right tone.Thanks to his extensive experience as a performer, director
and consultant, he is able to provide invaluable support for your event: he manages the sequence of the acts, always keeping an eye on the schedule; he focuses the attention of the
audiences, feeds them well researched information, and keeps his fingers on their pulse, so
that he knows exactly when and how to put them in just the right mood.
As an entertainer he’s just as much at home in a show as in an event that aims to promote
a product or convey a company’s message.
Whether you’re organising a gala event, a conference, an award ceremony, a trade fair presentation or a product launch - Jens Thorwächter-Jeton is the charming host who creates the
ideal framework for your event.
References:
IBM customer event ‧ KFW-Ipex Bank customer event ‧ NCL Cruise Line ‧ LVR Open Air
Museum Kommern ‧ 10th New Year’s Variety Show Bad Nauheim ‧ Starclub Varieté Kassel ‧
PALAZZO Dinner Show to name but a few
... and this is what the press had to say:
The show was hosted by Jeton, who showed congenial understatement as a compere, and
fantastic skill as a gentleman juggler.
Butzbacher Zeitung / DE
One unflappable person stays on top of things. He calls himself Jeton, and is just as much a
symbol of classical urbanity as the casino chip of the same name. That said, the Frankfurtbased compere leaves nothing to chance.This gentleman relies on artistry and dexterity, both
in his verbal contributions and in his performance of a juggling act that was in vogue a hundred
years ago, when the OVAG was still in its infancy, and which is now experiencing a renaissance
thanks to great performers like Jeton.
Wetterauer Zeitung / DE
As a compere, Jeton from Germany was thoroughly charming, and of course an excellent
choice.
Lauterbacher Anzeiger / DE
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